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Module 1
Energy 

Textbook section IXL skills

Investigation 1:  Energy and Circuits

Investigation 2:  The Force of Magnetism 1. Identify magnets that attract or repel   RBM

2. Label magnets that attract or repel   TAY

3. Compare strengths of magnetic forces   ZCE

Also consider
• Identify directions of forces   XPH

Investigation 3:  Electromagnets 1. Introduction to static electricity and charged
objects   MC7

Investigation 4:  Energy Transfer 1. Energy transformation   CCH

Also consider
• How do balanced and unbalanced forces affect

motion?    TNS

• How does mass affect force and
acceleration?   T5E

Investigation 5:  Waves 1. Compare amplitudes and wavelengths of
waves   2EF
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Module 2
Soils, Rocks, and Landforms 

Textbook section IXL skills

Investigation 1:  Soils and Weathering 1. Changes to Earth's surface: erosion   R6N

Investigation 2:  Landforms Rocks
1. How do sedimentary rocks form?   B52

2. How do rock layers form?   86U

Fossils
3. Introduction to fossils   DGV

4. Identify and classify fossils   UGF

5. Compare fossils to modern organisms   FPB

6. Compare ancient and modern organisms: use
observations to support a hypothesis   E86

7. Interpret evidence from fossils in rock
layers   FAF

Investigation 3:  Mapping Earth's Surface Topographic maps
1. Read a topographic map   CGV

2. Select parts of a topographic map   BYG

Design solutions
3. Evaluate multiple design solutions to prevent

flooding   G5K

4. Identify the best design solution to prevent
hurricane damage   R9W

Investigation 4:  Natural Resources 1. Evaluate natural energy sources   BNC
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Module 3
Environments 

Textbook section IXL skills

Investigation 1:  Environmental Factors 1. Introduction to adaptations   7GM

2. Animal adaptations: beaks, mouths, and
necks   YU6

3. Animal adaptations: feet and limbs   GNY

4. Animal adaptations: skins and body
coverings   L5N

Investigation 2:  Ecosystems Ecosystems
1. Identify ecosystems   GMH

2. Describe ecosystems   5DV

Food chains
3. Identify roles in food chains   MNP

4. How does matter move in food chains?   E5N

5. Interpret food webs   6R8

Investigation 3:  Brine Shrimp Hatching 1. What affects traits? Use observations to support
a hypothesis   93A

2. Match offspring to parents using inherited
traits   RGD

3. Identify inherited and acquired traits   9YK

4. Inherited and acquired traits: use evidence to
support a statement   8UB

Also consider
• Read an animal pedigree chart   PKS

Investigation 4:  Range of Tolerance 1. Identify plant parts and their functions   BSM

2. How do plants make food?   B9H

3. Identify flower parts and their functions   6A4

Also consider
• Read a plant pedigree chart   9QE
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